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This agenda documents the findings of a project financed by Vinnova during winter and
spring 2013-2014. The agenda presents an approach and a number of suggestions to further
strengthen Sweden’s position within the Internet and media technology area.
The agenda is based on the experience gained by members in the steering group and
interviews, visits and numerous workshops. Many profiles and organizations have
participated in the study and contributed with their time, experience and knowledge. Without
the strong interest and commitment of our participants in the project this agenda could never
have been written.
The agenda initiative has been carried out and written by a project team consisting of Pinar
Metin, Thomas Arctaedius and Pär Hedberg. The authors wish to thank the participating
experts, scholars and entrepreneurs for their involvement in interviews and workshops.
Stockholm May 31, 2014
Pinar Metin, Thomas Arctaedius and Pär Hedberg
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Background
Internet and Media technology today means both big challenges and big possibilities for
existing companies. It can strengthen existing organizations and company’s competitive
advance but it also means a challenge for company businesses, organization, culture,
processes and competences.
One of Sweden’s challenges is that established companies don’t have the strength and
competence to leverage on the possibilities of the new technologies, which means that
Swedish companies are in danger of becoming less competitive on a global market. This can
affect Swedish companies’ possibilities negatively for growth and profitability.
At the same time the technology gives new possibilities for international expansion if we can
develop new innovative growth companies that use the latest technology.
A third challenge for Sweden is that public organizations, governmental and local
municipalities must become more cost effective, lean and resilient. This at the same time as
demands from the public on democratic quality and easy access increases.
Based on these challenges and possibilities, the aim of this innovation agenda is to develop a
cross-boundary, -disciplinary and deep collaboration between a number of successful
companies and organizations with no previous experience in working together.
- How can we stimulate and accelerate innovation in the established companies to ensure
continued international competitiveness through innovative use of new digital technology and
ensure the right skill supply for these companies?
- How can we create even better conditions for the creation of many more new innovative
international growth companies in Sweden, who build their business on the latest Internet and
media technology, and that could be big business?
- How can we stimulate and accelerate the regeneration and efficiency of public sector
organizations, in areas such as education and health sector, through the introduction of
innovative new digital technologies, from both established companies but also from new
innovation company for improved tax efficiency and to create new export opportunities?
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1. WHY THIS AGENDA? HOW SHOULD IT BE USED?
Today many established companies do not employ the possibilities and potential that media
and digital technology enables.
DING, Digital Innovation and Growth, aims to address the challenges and opportunities that
today’s Internet and media technology means for the established private companies, start-ups
and public sector. It is an initiative focusing on cross-pollination between actors from the
research, private and public sector. Through cross-disciplinary collaborations, Sweden can
strengthen their position and competitive advantage. This agenda examines the needs of the
Swedish market and possibility for a platform that supports new forms of cooperation
between participating partners.
The new technology can strengthen existing organizations and business competitiveness, but
at the same time it represents a challenge for business, organization, culture and ways of
working and skills among employees.
Our ambition is to serve as a platform for improvement and innovative activities. We want to
create an ecosystem for, those we choose to call, Unusual Suspects. Unusual Suspects refers
to actors and collaboration forms between those whom seldom work together and come
across resources provided by public forces such as Vinnova. Examples of such actors are
MTG, Schibstedt, Spotify, SVT, H&M etc. There is a lot of underlying potential that may be
unleashed, through collaboration and activities between these types of actors. There is an
ambition to engage in activities within the field. The greatest problem seems to be what
structure and form collaboration can take and where resources for realizing and supporting
this break ground.
DING’s agenda is to describe the need for an arena, a test bed for these particular actors in
order to realize and evaluate improvement ideas across their own fields. This agenda will act
as a stepping-stone for creating a platform that allows for cross-pollination in terms of
discipline and collaboration in the digital and media technology field.
When talking to people in the field, many thoughts and perspectives as to where and why
problems arise are expressed. The lack of relevant meeting and cooperation forms make it
difficult to realize ideas that address pressing issues. Potential projects are stalled by
administrative concerns. Also, KPIs and other measuring mechanisms that may differ
between organizations and sectors make it difficult to derive easy and quick ways for
collaboration and exchange.
The main problem areas seem to be the same across the field, however symptoms and
perceived difficulties are different – based on specific arena, geography, type of actor, subject
matter, technology, company maturity, experience etc.
The goal from the beginning of the project was to, as open-mindedly as possible; research
where problems lie (as well as discover and bring ideas and actor together especially by those
whom are sincerely interested in making a difference) - whether it is platform for
collaboration or specific subject matters. Speaking to experts, reading reports and following
current events has given us an eagle view of what we could achieve and benefit from. Over
the course of the project we have come to the conclusion that there is a need for a
collaboration platform focusing on new actors and cooperation forms. There is an explicit
need for creating a sustainable process and frames for working together where ideas are
realized quickly, without administrative hassle.
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The problems and issues that are raised in this project are not necessarily the greatest in the
field or the most pressing. There are other agendas addressing issues such as laws/regulations,
procurement, competence, research focus etc. This agenda is a documentation and platform
for the participants in this project – their vision, need and ambitions in terms of growth within
the media tech and digital field.
We describe both challenges and possibilities for Sweden with today’s Internet and media
technology in mind. The suggestions are grouped in three areas - motivation (attitude
proposals), tools (skills suggestions) and form/shape (collaboration proposals). With the
agenda as a platform, the potential formation of a SIO consortium has been discussed. The
partners in such a consortium would be organizations that normally do not work together,
with focus on actors from the private sector.

Key arguments for this agenda:
Cooperation to strengthen global position and competitive advantage in media and
Internet technology
Collaborative investment through cross-disciplinary partnerships in public, private and
research sector
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2. INTERNET AND MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

For the past fifteen to twenty years, information and communication technologies,
particularly media and media technology, have gone through a period of transformational
change, not the least as a result of the introduction of the Internet and the digitalization of
media content and services1. Communicating with digital tools and consuming digital media
content have become increasingly important for people in our society today - in people’s
everyday lives.
With a business perspective, the transformation of this industry sector has led to both closures
and discontinuations of different companies, as well as opportunities for new innovations and
start-ups. The general development is fast. Many of the media companies that started as small
entrepreneurial start-ups a few years ago are today global multi-billion dollar companies.
(One such example is Spotify, which started in 2006.)
Broadly speaking, media technology can be described as technologies and methods for
supporting communication between people across distances in time and space. With the
transformational change that is currently taking place, the need to understand the structural
development and on-going processes within this area is one of the most urgent challenges in
today’s society both for people working in the media business and related industries, and for
consumers trying to adapt to new technologies and services.
Only by understanding the current processes and transformational changes, there are
possibilities to make use of the opportunities that occur and take advantage of new business
propositions and innovative ideas that are created in the process.
The media industry is mainly controlled by three forces that affect the foundation of the
business: 1) the demand from consumers and advertisers when it comes to content and
advertising space. 2) The situation of competition from other companies and the structures of
costs. 3) The international and national laws that affect technology, organization and work.
So far, we have seen that the media sector as a whole is expanding, but the economic pressure
on each media company is at the same time increasing, and the ownership concentration is
also increasing.
It is important to remember that the media consumption for different people today is
extremely varied depending on what the household looks like. The time and money you spend
on media content depend on your age, where you live, what your household looks like, what
personal interests you have, how educated you are and how much money you have at your
disposal2.

1

Hultén, O., Tjernström, S. and Melesko, S., 2010. Media Mergers and the Defence of Pluralism.
Göteborg: Nordicom, University of Gothenburg.
2

Hvitfelt, H. and Nygren, G., eds., 2008. På väg mot medievärlden 2020. Journalistik, teknik,
marknad. Lund: Studentlitteratur.
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CURRENT TRENDS AND FUTURE EXPECTATIONS
The current digitalization of content and of work methods is expected to continue and
increase in the future. The dividing line between reader and writer has blurred, as well as the
distinction between tweets, newspaper stories, blog posts, articles and books3. This trend is
expected to continue as well.
Particularly when it comes to news consumption, we will see more mobile devices, more
consumers that are always connected and synchronized; more personalized and individualized
news, more sharing of content, more commuting and finally more time-pressed consumers4.
The current transformational change in the media business depends on the development of
new technology, and this process is closely connected to the transformation of the ICT society
as a whole. Media companies are very much dependent on technology, but they are not really
considered as innovative companies driving the technical development forward.
In the future, as well as today, the consumers will for each specific situation choose the
technology that is the simplest, cheapest, fastest and most convenient. Consequently, within
the business area of media technology there is an increasing need for new innovative ideas
and smart solutions from people who are the best at being innovative and creative.
Malin Picha Edwardsson
Media Technology and Interaction Design
KTH Royal Institute of Technology

INNOVATION
TECHNOLOGY

AND

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

IN

RELATION

TO

MEDIA

Innovation occurs when we take a practice, discipline, technology or process that already
exists, apply it differently to achieve and produce new value, effects, models and strategies.
Steven Johnson, author of Where Good Ideas come from, argues that Innovation is created
through flexible and agile networks. Ideas are created in chaos – through the collision of
unpredictable elements. As a force and initiative for growth, DING appreciates the need for a
cross-disciplinary consortium with fairly uncommon actors as one mechanism to support
innovation. Ideas are born from meetings and gatherings - when people speak about their
realities and mistakes.
DING, for example, could through Vinnova create conditions for innovative ideas and
activities to be raised, practically enforced and followed up.
However, we must appreciate the risks of pre-defining what problems to solve. Rather, we
should focus on creating platforms for innovation to occur - provide tools through available
resources such as capital, contacts, technology, competence support etc. An initial activity
may be to overlook, evaluate and present improvements for existing support resources,
platforms and funds.
3

Schudson, M., 2011. The sociology of news. New York: Columbia University, W.W Norton &
Company.
4

Picha, M. and Pargman, D. 2014. “Explorative scenarios of emerging media trends”. Submitted.
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When looking for growth-stimulating activities in the Media and Digital technology field, we
often find inspiration from the conditions and approach entrepreneurs have in their business
strategies. Entrepreneurs as a group live under the same threats of flexible and changing
climate as the media technology field. There exists a level of uncertainty whether you are a
part of a large corporation or work in a start-up. Eric Ries, author of Lean start-up, explains
that one has to be able to pivot under the changing market conditions and user demands in
order to sustain a successful business – applicable for both entrepreneurs and media
technology.
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3. ACTIONS TO MEET NEEDS IDENTIFIED IN THIS AGENDA
DINGs primary focus is to make valuable and cross-disciplinary collaborations possible – by
creating and discovering meeting areas, structures and forms. What makes DING unique is
not the ideas that are raised but rather the forms and conditions in which they are found,
addressed and executed.
It is important that ideas are possible to be realized quickly, pushing administrative lead-time
to a minimum. A ‘sense of urgency’ should exist in all undertakings. Furthermore, it is
important that we learn from every initiative and project making documentation, follow up
and feedback important internal activities.
From interviews and workshops, almost 150 unique problems/issues as well as 160 ideas,
goals and wishes have been expressed. These ideas have then been refined, discussed and
filtered to a number of main areas of interest complemented with relevant activities. The
filtering process highlights those ideas and issues that have been raised by the largest number
of people and greatest diversity in background.

Demonstrating three pillars balancing the DING activities, targeting different business sizes and
groups.

DINGs activities are based on three main pillars –providing partners with motivation, tools
and (collaboration) forms to approach innovation and value adding activities. People must
want to develop their business, know how; with what tools and through what channels to
achieve growth whether it is in terms of their business or personal development.
The aim for all activities mentioned below is to create ‘win-win’ situations for all involved
partners. Below are these three pillars described with ideas for specific projects that could be
launched to address the challenges and opportunities.
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MOTIVATION & ATTITUDE
During this process from September 2013 until now, a number of ideas have been expressed
that reinforces motivation to engage in activities for digital growth.

IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES – MOTIVATION AND ATTITUDE
24 HOUR BUSINESS COMPETITION
Similar to the Swedish ‘Melodifestival’ and ‘Stadskampen’ with regional contests or any of
the numerous cooking-shows on television, a competition consisting of digital ideas and
innovations give a large audience access to the media technology ecosystem while more
digital ideas come to the surface. It gives Sweden an opportunity to establish new ‘super
stars’ and emphasize already existing ones such as Daniel Ek etc.
INNOVATION PART OF SWEDISH CULTURE
In order to make innovation and digital business common, we must be able to reach out to the
general public in Sweden. Let’s show that it is as common to work with digital tools and
process, as it is to work within healthcare, childcare or any other common practice. By
making the digital ecosystem more accessible to the general audience, we can bridge and
meet existing knowledge gaps. Working with classical media channels such as television,
newspapers, podcasts, blogs etc is one way of doing this.
INNOVATION CAMP
Making it possible for business leaders and employees to go to innovation camp, visiting
other businesses similar and different to their own is an approach for gaining insight on what
it really means to work with innovation, digital technology and processes. People must be
able to draw inspiration from best practices, other examples and cases abroad and regionally.
RIT-AVDRAG/SUBSIDIES
If one hasn’t the competence or knowledge to apply digital tools and support in their home,
they should have the possibility to acquire that help. By creating subsidizers to ‘IT help in the
home’, we may be able to motivate greater IT use in more Swedish households.
ROLE MODELS AND BEST PRACTICES
There are plenty of role models within the field acting as influencers and spark interest among
those whom still have difficulties applying themselves in the digital era. Role models include
specific profiles, companies and process forms.
For example, we could establish ‘Gasellen’ primarily for digital companies raising new strong
profiles as positive examples.
INDEX FOR INNOVATION CAPACITY (NEW KPIS)
In order to move into the future and create the best pre-conditions for growth, we must also
overlook How we measure value-adding activities and the term Innovation capacity. Many
companies apply ‘old’ metrics when estimating the success of projects – metrics that seldom
reflect the true effects in terms of success and growth potential. There is a need for newer
parameters for measuring output in regards to reinvention, change and business potential. All
sectors must be able to look at the effects with the same parameters in order to truly
appreciate the outcome of projects.
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INCITAMENT AND ROLE MODELS FOR OLDER GENERATION TO GO DIGITAL
As newer businesses are established, it is important to remember an older generation who is
used to past tools and processes. How do we motivate this older generation to implement and
think digitally? An idea is to sell iPads and other digital tools with pre-installed apps and
software to a lower price as an encouragement to make use in their own business or life in
general.

TOOLS & COMPETENCE
We must establish an innovation culture where learning and acquiring new knowledge is an
on-going practice. In order to do so, not only motivation is needed but also relevant tools,
competence and forms must be available.
The aim with the described activities is to create ‘win-win’-situations for the involved actors
– providing added value on a business and individual level as well as providing DING with
insight in terms of documentation and information from activities.
People and businesses must have access to the relevant skills and tools in order to respond to
changing demands, market and user behaviour.

IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES – TOOLS & COMPETENCE
RECAPTURING THE PC-REFORM IN SWEDEN
In the 90’s the PC-reform - where computers were made less expensive for the general public
- reinforced a great digital evolution.
A challenge that DING together with its partners could undertake is to research conditions
that unleash a comparable reform supporting innovation and digital creation. What was the
core in the PC-reform and how can we recreate the effects? We must support people’s
autonomous ability to create by providing them with tools, set of skills, opportunities and
contacts to solve problems and meet personal and business needs.
COMPETENCE INVESTMENTS
To invest does not only refer to capital investment. It is equally, if not more, important to
secure and spread knowledge and competence to those in need of it. Is it possible for DING to
establish such collaboration & exchange forms for companies and individuals where focus
lies in competence and not entirely on capital?

DIGITAL ARTS AND CRAFT
In the same way as arts and crafts is offered to school children today, it is as important to
provide arts and crafts as a subject within the digital field. Learning and mastering digital
technology has proven to be important in order for people to acquire new and other skills (not
only in the digital and IT field); hence it is essential that we in the context of school offer
students digital arts and crafts. An example is to have programming as a school subject.
It is important that the relevant skills are offered, not only school children but to anyone who
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may need to acquire certain knowledge in order to build a business or understand the building
blocks of digital businesses better.
Code week (codeweek.eu) is a type of ‘arts and crafts’-initiative that provides an outlet for
people to attain such skills by organising open events.

From www.codeweek.eu
CIR – CORPORATE INNOVATION RESPONSIBILITY
Similar to Corporate Social Responsibility, DING suggests developing – Corporate
Innovation Responsibility for businesses. It is a standardised way of working with innovation
on a daily basis - covering all aspects of one’s business. Together with DINGs partners, an
ambition is to describe how, why and through what mechanisms and processes innovation in
IT and digital media is applied to a business.
GET YOUR BUSINESS ONLINE!
A syndrome for the inability to grow and acquire knowledge is often that businesses don’t
know what to learn, how and where to gain that knowledge. DING proposes support for small
business in the form of focused knowledge and content packages that help them sell online
and export. For example small businesses could benefit from e-commerce packages with
information and tools for selling online. This could also create a foundation for a television
program – spreading knowledge to more and larger audiences.
TURN YOUR BUSINESS DIGITAL – MOVING INTO THE DIGITAL ERA
In an effort to turn ones business digital, an incitement to do so could be to provide subsidised
educational packages for entrepreneurs and management in SMEs.
Another idea for moving into the digital network is to incorporate existing and successful
digital companies and profiles in ones steering group. DING suggests establishing a pool of
‘digital profiles’ as a mean and support system for companies when turning or strengthening
their position in the IT and digital industry.

FORM & STRUCTURE
In order to support collaboration between businesses, we need a pre-defined structure that
aims at different cooperation forms. Setting this formula will help us develop and work more
focused on important issues that are raised.
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An example of a successful initiative is the commission for grand collaboration for digital job
that observed a disparity between the skills offered and demand in the field. In 2013 the
commission established a cross-disciplinary multi-stakeholder partnership that aimed to –
similar to that of DING – help and coordinate collaboration ventures between public and
private actors, businesses and educational institutions. The commission’s activities are of both
short-term and long-term character – aiming to attract students to the ICT field and target
unemployment. Similar to DINGs ambition, the coalition facilitates and holds events,
workshops, meetings for businesses to share success stories and best practices.

Screenshot from
http://ec.europa.e
u/digitalagenda/en/grandcoalition-digitaljobs-0
Visualization –
key fields of
interest with a
matrix of areas,
activities and
skills marked as
connected
stations

IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES – FORM & STRUCTURE
PROCUREMENT FOR INNOVATION
There is a need for innovation procurement of digital services for small innovative businesses.
Furthermore, we need to establish some form of stimulation for taking risks at a procurement
level. For example, larger corporations should feel comfortable acquiring services from
smaller start-ups.
INTERNSHIP
It should be possible for larger corporations to provide internships aiming at digital
competence and practice. DING as a consortium should be able to finance and support the
collaboration and exchange between companies in need of help and individuals in need of
experience. DING could also gain much valuable insight by financing and supporting such an
initiative – through documentation and close dialogue with involved partners.

NEW PLATFORMS & MEETING SPOTS!
There is a demand for developing more attractive, relevant and needs adapted meeting
platforms such as SUP46, both in Stockholm and other regions in Sweden. There is a need for
specific digital collaboration forums – a question to further investigate is where and how can
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people and businesses meet and exchange ideas and experiences best?

ADDED VALUE FOR EVERY SIZED BUSINESS
INCREASE NUMBER OF GROWTH COMPANIES
There must be activities that target growth issues specifically – such an activity could consist
of developing existing Fast Forwards programs. We could increase their volume in
Stockholm and establish similar initiatives in other parts of Sweden.
Furthermore, a pre-condition to grow is to know the most common practical mistakes and
problems that one could meet as a start-up. We need to document the most practical issues
that start-ups face – record and make available for people to take part of through relevant
channels.
ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL TALENT!
When discussing export and growth – it is important to also look at what we as a country can
do to important talent. Is it possible to motivate talented researchers to come to Sweden? Can
we attract start-ups to establish their digital companies here? How do we do this – through
’import-packages’ aimed at researchers, specific theme conferences? Sweden and Stockholm
should aim to become the Start-up Capital of Europe.

INCITAMENT PROGRAMS FOR SMES
There should be a program that supports digital start-ups wanting to export their services. By
involving larger industry actors, we can help start-ups with contacts, input and credibility
while growing.
OPEN LAB FOR LARGE ESTABLISHED COMPANIES
By the means of open labs and focused projects held at Hyper Island or KTH, large
companies should be able provide start-ups, entrepreneurs and students with real
problems/challenges that they face. The projects should aim to develop sustainable solutions
that are delivered to the companies.
PACKAGING AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY
How we package solutions and activities is as important as the activities themselves. We must
reach out to the correct target groups through relevant channels. It is important to make
information available for those whom aim at digitalising their business or establishing a
business based on digital technology. There exist many solutions and activities today – it is
thus important to develop a sustainable communication strategy for how we reach our target
groups with available information and support resources.
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4. WORKSHOPS & INTERVIEWS

DING Workshop method
1. Goal &
Ambition

3. What takes us forward?

2. What problems exist?

Workshop method inspired by Innovation games, creative problem solving and
Future Workshop.
For this project, we created a unique workshop method based on the project’s purpose and
goal. It was inspired by existing techniques for brainstorming, creative problem solving and
gathering ideas. The participants were asked to brainstorm and discuss How they wanted
Sweden to look like in 2020, in terms of Digital and Media tech and innovation possibilities.
Some ideas were directly translatable into improvement activities ready for implementation
today. Following this part of the workshop, the discussions turned to identifying the greatest
obstacles in achieving these goals. Finally, we spoke about solutions and/or activities that can
address these issues and allow them to reach their vision for 2020. It has been important to
stimulate interest and engagement among participants, bringing them closer to our cause – we
need to find actors who can pass on a sustainable innovation culture in Sweden through
available support resources and systems.
Our vision of strengthening Sweden’s position globally depends on our ability to involve
participants in smaller and larger improvement activities and efforts. It is important that we
have a design process that allows for collaboration and still supports competition within the
field – it has to be flexible and dynamic with sensitivity to changes in the field’s climate,
market need or society in general.
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5. A JOURNEY TOWARDS A DING-SIO
Our goal is to become a consortium that gathers involved, engaged and active profiles who
are interested in addressing problems through actor-driven activities.
The ambition is to reuse available support resources to the largest possible extent. We believe
that added Value will be created as actors’ support and work together crossing fields,
businesses and collaborating with both large and smaller partners.
Not everyone active in the field is open and makes use of new media. There are many,
especially large businesses and public sector, who are reserved when it comes to the use of
digital technology as a natural part of their business model. These actors need real and
relatable role models as well as evidence through actual cases showing technology as an
element in successful business endeavours within the media and digital field.
So, what makes good ideas and in our case use of technology to spread? We need examples of
best practices and leaders speaking for technology use and collaboration.
These examples and role models must come from Sweden as well as from abroad.
Furthermore, we must figure out How we communicate and market these profiles and their
examples, to whom, and through what channels.
Successful Swedish companies - in terms of tech and digital integration in strategic activities design their services or product according to the user and current market trends. When we
refer to Spotify and Klarna as good examples, we suggest companies that succeed in
capitalizing through the means of media and digital technology.
DING’s ambition is to establish a dynamic platform with a dynamic constellation of actors. A
challenge that we face is How we attract new actors to get involved and work with growth
issues – in order to do this we must be able to explain the positive effects on an individual
level and not only for the company.
There is a lot of innovation and growth fuel in Sweden - is all potential being put to use? How
do we make sure that everyone with potential, ideas, problems, and business capital is offered
an outlet? How do we guarantee that all resources for growth are communicated to the right
actors through the right channels? We don’t believe that there is an immediate need for new
support funds – we should rather look at the platforms and funds at hand and make
adjustments, reassemble and improve existing processes. We must approach change in a
sustainable manner reusing available structures and frames. Furthermore, How do we secure
standards for knowledge exchange, and how do we make sure that knowledge and talent stays
in Sweden, even if individual people move to and from Sweden?
Let us also ask ourselves what needs and activities drive growth effectively – this is done by
trial and error, in some extent – requiring test platforms even more. We must discover what
this means in terms of technology, market needs, society and research.
We need to secure and build structure for knowledge exchange; collaboration, competence
and information flow through cross-disciplinary initiatives, smart campaigns and tools. Mass
media is an effective and channel to spread and establish ideas allowing us to target both the
general public as well as smaller segments. Different tactics and strategies must be employed
to reach appropriate target groups.
At the moment there are those who know what to use and look for in terms of information and
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support. However, there are those who don’t know what opportunities and possibilities are
available – making our cause even more important.
It is important to discover what toolbox Sweden has. What are we experts on? What should
we focus on in terms of an innovation and growth profile? What do we have to offer the rest
of the world? Growth doesn’t only involve export but also import of the best within
respective area.
When looking ahead and considering applying for a SIO-program, DING as an initiative has:
-

A network of established profiles
A genuine interest for engaging in future activities
A central consortium of cross-disciplinary profiles from the research, private and
public sector
List of innovative ideas and problem areas that could be addressed today.

FIRST CONSORTIUM
It has been important to lead this initiative together with partners whom hold a strong
commercial and research position in the media and digital ecosystem in Sweden – finding
support and inspiration from their collected experience, knowledge, research and contacts.
The initial steering group/consortium consists of CEO for STING (Stockholm Innovation and
Growth), Head of KTH Media technology, Head of KTH Innovation and CEO for Hyper
Island. Together they cover major areas in the field and hold an understanding of how the
market has developed and why, it’s current position and have the expertise to make qualified
future predictions.
The development of the agenda has been open and inclusive – we’ve reached out to potential
partners such as MTGx, Schibstedt, Google as well as smaller companies etc. Together,
we’ve covered and discussed current and future challenges for the public, private and research
sector.
The steering group has acted as an umbrella keeping the project together and on track.
Furthermore, the project has a Project group that has been active in more practical issues and
activities. The project group tested and evaluated the workshop-method and the first
interviews were conducted with these individuals to land in both appropriate approach and
content.

DING STEERING & PROJECT GROUP 2013-2014


STING is one of Sweden’s largest business incubators that focus on supporting
entrepreneurs and innovators in building innovative growth companies within the ICT,
media technology, Medtech and Cleantech fields. Since 2002, STING has been involved
in the development of over 110 new Swedish innovative businesses - with over 700
employees, attracting 1.5 billion SEK in investment capital.



KTH (Royal Institute of Technology), School of Computer Science and Communication,
is one of Sweden’s leading research and educational centers for information technology.
Teaching ranges from theoretical computer science to practical skills such as
programming. The research treats a range of applicable areas such as robotics, neuro
informatics, visualization as well as speech and music communication. Research and
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education also focuses on areas such as media technology, Human Computer Interaction,
Interaction design and sustainable development.


KTH Innovation is the largest organization with providing early counseling and support
for successful student- and researcher-driven innovations aiming for commercialization.
Internet- and media startups receive further support through the organization’s Innovation
office and student incubator.



Hyper Island is a Swedish and global company that educates people and organizations –
in school environment as well as through applied projects. They focus on digital
communication, innovation, and leadership acting strategic partners to organizations.
Hyper Island has educated over 2500 student in more than 40 countries and has
approximately 60 employees based in New York, Manchester, Stockholm, Karlskrona
and Singapore. Their clients range from Google, Unilever, Walmart, General Mills, Inter
IKEA Systems, Kanal 5 to Aftonbladet.

Aoynd with Thomas Arctaedius and Pinar Metin have acted as external project leaders for
developing the agenda
The following profiles are found in the steering and project group:
Steering Group
Project Group
o
o

o

KTH Innovation

Donnie Lygonis
KTH/Royal
institute
of
technology, Media Technology

Mario Romero

Malin Picha Edwardsson
Hyper Island

Maria Distner

Victoria Pussfält

From ayond and DING-project manager
 Pinar Metin, Service Design
Lead
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 Stockholm Innovation and Growth
(STING)
o Pär Hedberg, CEO
 Hyper Island
o Johanna Frelin CEO
 KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Media technology and Interaction
Design
o Jan Gulliksen, professor,
Digital Champion of Sweden
 KTH Innovation
o Lisa Ericson, Head of
Department
 Ayond
o Thomas Arctaedius, CEO
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6. AGENDA PROCESS

WHO HAVE WE INTERVIEWED?
The work has been carried out using both semi-structured in-depth interviews, both in groups
and individual, and workshops based on a number of workshop methodologies such as the
Innovation Games "Speed boat", creative problem solving and the Future Workshop method.
In addition, a pair of themed workshops has been conducted to deepen and broaden the
analysis. Some 30 interviews have been executed in Stockholm, Luleå and Malmö.
It has from the very beginning of this project been an ambition to, as openly as possible,
invite all relevant actors, organizations and profiles to workshops and interviews. It has been
our goal to work in an inclusive process. We have come in contact with almost 200 persons,
from CEOs for large corporations to single entrepreneurs and start-ups. It has been a
conscious decision to approach certain actors more personally than others – these are the ones
we refer to as ‘the unusual suspects’. All though workshop and interviews have been open for
all, we have put some extra effort in inviting this particular group – explaining the benefits
and process of the project, and in an extension a SIO application.
Our hypothesis is that actors who want to make a change and are willing to invest energy and
time in actively taking part in our discussions and dialogues will, given the opportunity, make
a change. Rather than pre-defining problems and addressing these by approaching relevant
actors, we allow them to define what problems to address and with whom, on their own
conditions.
Our purpose has been to speak to people, representatives for companies and public
organizations who are affected and affect the growth and development in the media
technology and digital field in Sweden. We wanted to act as an ambassador and channel for
their thoughts and perspectives.
It may seem unusual to refer to a specific group of interest as ‘unusual suspects’, but they are
in many aspects unusual in the context of support institutions such as Vinnova and projects
within the public sector. Example of such actors are Hyper Island, MTG, Schibstedt, H&M,
Spotify etc. They live under their own rules and in a pace that is specific for the digital and
media arena. This is a pace that is quick, flexible and responsive to changes in customer and
market behaviour. It has been interesting to discover what potential this segment can unleash
and what activities that may arise, as long as they are provided a platform to collaborate, test
and realize ideas and projects. The most important key ingredient for success is their
willingness to engage in this type of work – which they are motivated to involve and work
together with other actors to strengthen their own position and Sweden’s position in the field.
Another perspective to keep in mind is that, all though some of these actors may not be
‘unique’ or unusual, their collaboration with other actors may be, bringing innovative and
interesting ideas to the table.
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THE DING APPROACH
SUSTAINABLE METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS - REUSE AVAILABLE RESOURCES IN
NEW WAYS
One of the greater issues we have looked at during this process is How good ideas spread. We
focus on using available resources for innovation as much as possible – How do we make
sure that the ’right’ people know what resources that are available for them? How can we
reuse existing platforms, capital, and tools in new ways with what actors to create value? We
believe there are many support mechanisms and forums that can be applied to unlock new
potential. Through small changes and adjustments, we may be able to find new areas of use,
target groups and constellations.
An important issue we want to investigate further is How we innovate, create and capitalize
even more through the use of existing support systems. Sweden lies in top when it comes to
innovation but this in mainly due to strong input (no patents, research spending ect.) not due
to strong output in form of new commercial growth – we believe there is more potential and
value to unleash, especially among relative anonymous actors who show innovation potential,
provided the right platform.
How can we engage new and more and new actors to work with us and for this cause in a
transparent way, especially those who are sensitive and used to competition? We believe that
knowledge; leadership and attitude are three key factors that must be addressed. We must find
ways to collaborate and work across borders in order to innovate more and discover new
arenas, inspire and spread ideas to new fields and areas of use.
We must be able to invest in ideas without knowing the exact effect and result of each activity
– act on a common goal in terms of output, effect and created value. It is important to
remember that testing and failing provides us with as much information and knowledge on
what doesn’t work as succeeding, if not more.
During interviews, we were informed that Swedish entrepreneurs lack the relevant skills to
market their products and services early in the product life cycle – providing this group with
skills and platform for experimentation may unleash massive potential. Testing under
structured forms allows quick feedback loops making it possible to do quick strategic
adjustments – it is important to create such a platform for the digital market. We must
motivate people to engage, providing stimulation, possibilities and ways to reach their
consumers and users.
There are a number of initiatives, resources and competence increasing platforms available
today – but those we have spoken to don’t believe that these platforms reach out to those they
are intended for. Why? Is it possible that resources are packaged in ways that make it difficult
to grasp and understand, communicated in an ineffective manner?
We have made a conscious decision to focus our energy on the re-use of available resources
when approaching problems and conducting improvement activities - looking at the
possibilities, activities, and platforms that already exist. This attitude has coloured our process
and also the plans for a future SIO process.
It has never been our intention to prescribe what issues that need to be addressed. Instead we
have allowed people to explain what problems they are challenged with.
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It is difficult to know exactly what the most pressing issues are and it is even more difficult to
design an exact solution. DINGs role should be to provide a platform for persons with a
strong will to change and influence and allow for dialogue.
We believe in establishing a dynamic, autonomous and sustainable platform through
processes that do not depend on what issues that are pressing right now or what actors who
are active or prominent at the moment.
Off course, there are conflicts that may arise with this process – certain actor’s interests and
ideas may seem premiered or realized because they are most active for example. It is
important to evaluate and improve the process continuously, not settling in one process from
the beginning. It is however also important to observe what positive effects that may occur
through a SIO in this field and with this segment of actors, who seldom or never meet in other
forms.
What is crucial is that we create a clear structure and frame for collaboration – pre-addressing
issues that have made collaboration difficult in the past, such as legal and administrative
matters.

FOCUS ON COLLABORATION
This report does not have an investigative purpose in terms of problem areas. Instead, we
focus on exploring potential interest among actors, especially those we call ‘unusual
suspects’.
It is the people who will carry growth changing activities and the way in which competence
and knowledge is passed along that is our focus, not individual improvement activities in
themselves. These people will help in establishing a clearer Culture and Heritage for
innovation within the Digital and Media tech area in Sweden.
Change and development is only achievable through the commitment of engaged and fearless
individuals as well as the availability of infrastructure and support. The design process adds
value to the cross-disciplinary field in order to meet future requirements for quick, flexible
and needs-oriented solutions.
What we have read from other reports and observed from activities, is that the key problem
areas in the field are ultimately consistent but the perceived symptoms change depending on
what field one looks at and current matters.
One reason why we don’t focus on explicit problem areas is because the exact issues that
create problems are difficult to predict. It is easier to speak of problems in broader terms and
more difficult to find its root cause, furthermore what we identify today as problems may not
necessarily be the most pressing issues tomorrow. In order to solve problems, we must target
specific areas and stop talking about the problems in general terms.
An important question to discuss is Where, How and When value is created? Only identifying
problem areas will not lead to growth for Sweden, the important issue is to transform ideas
into practice in a sustainable way.
The DING initiative has created a starting point – we have spurred interest among new actors
who also see the importance of development, innovative thinking and cross-disciplinary
collaborations. The problem so far is How and through What mechanisms we work and create
value for improvement.
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In the Digital & Media technology field the flow of relevant actors – who affect and are
affected by change in the field - depends on the actor’s sense of urgency in terms of ability to
realize ideas quickly and interpreting market and customer need. Those who are able to do
this are also those who affect the field the most– whether they start out as small start-ups or
large organisations. In this field, large organisations and start-ups all live with the same
challenges. Those who respond to user needs best and quickly are those who succeed and lead
such as Spotify and Klarna.
In order to create a change and lasting effect, we need an ecosystem that facilitates conditions
for change to happen and flourish. There is a need for a sustainable process that allows both
short-term activities that go from idea to implementation quickly as well as long-term
strategic activities. In order to secure positive long-term effect, we need both types of
activities.
There is a difference between creating conditions for collaboration rather than researching
problems that others should address. Our responsibility should lie in encouraging actors to
express their perceived problems, create and act on solutions on their own through necessary
collaboration – this involves making sure that they have the relevant technology, information,
support, contacts, cases and role models to do so.
When discussing growth and strength for the country as a whole, it is also important to
remember that the field is affected by the attitude, insight and relationship the general public
has to the field and innovation as a mechanism for growth. This affects start-ups, SMEs, large
corporation and the research sector.
It is important that everyone feels that the initiative and the process bring a ‘win-win’-effect.
By engaging in activities within DING, the private sector should experience growth in their
own ‘portfolio’, research field should gain insight and reach into the private sector and public
sector strengthen its carrying role – resulting in a stronger position within the field for
Sweden. The overall ambition is for these actors to apply, act on and make strategic decisions
through the possibilities digital media entails.
In order to get in contact with as many relevant people as possible, we made a road-trip from
Malmö to Luleå – inviting people from the public, private and research sector. We aimed to
include a broad range of ages, experiences, genders and fields. Invitations were sent for both
participating in interviews and workshops. We approached a number of people, companies
and universities – whom in their turn were welcome to invite even more actors to participate
and join.
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7. KEY QUESTIONS DURING THE AGENDA PR OCESS

“Our ambition is to create conditions for international competitive strength and sustainable
solutions and activities targeting global challenges”

- How do we create better conditions for business growth for small companies/start ups, so
they have the opportunity to become international export companies such as Spotify and
Klarna?

- How do we secure continued competitive advantage for established corporations and
guarantee relevant flow of competence to them?

- How do we stimulate and accelerate renewal as well as efficiency in public sector? How and
through what mechanisms can we introduce and implement the use of new digital technology
– provided by established and new innovative companies - with purpose to increase tax
efficiency and create new export possibilities?

- How do we find sustainable collaboration forms between the research field, public and
private sector? How should these consortiums be put together and through what activities do
we implement them?

We need to define a common goal of what we want this innovation area to look like in order
to support growth and competitive advantage on a global scale.
True innovation is unleashed when we discover areas that actors feel are common ground. In
a field that is defined by its flexible and dynamic character, we must find ways to make
collaboration possible. We shouldn’t exclude anyone but rather push boundaries to discover
new solutions and new constellation forms.
We agree that growth does not happen overnight or by addressing one single problem or
segment in society. Let us focus on which activities that are relevant right now and who
should carry them out.
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8. INSPIRATION FROM OTHER EFFORTS AND REPORTS

The general problems that create obstacles for innovation range from legal issues to the
field’s inability to identify the correct user needs as well as act on them in time. The field in
itself is extremely sensitive to change, hence actors need to be equally sensitive and have the
ability to shift focus as demand changes – this involves everything from the strategic plan, use
of technology, communication channels, platforms etc.
Major areas that create problems - identified by us as well as other agendas and reports - in
terms of innovation and growth are:










Procurement – skills and knowledge
Access to the Digital market
Access to Capital and support funds (& investors)
Access to Content & culture
Competence and knowledge exchange
Openness, interoperability, standards and collaboration
Infrastructure, technology and security
Research
Business models

When we discuss problems, we also need to consider whether there actually is a lack of
available capital and competence, or if the capital and competence doesn’t reach actors whom
are in need of it. The solution to this is to overlook how available resources and support
systems are communicated to its target groups.
There is much inspiration to be gained from platforms and happenings in other countries as
well. Israel, Berlin, London, USA, Japan & South Korea have all established unique
ecosystems for innovation in the digital industry. Platforms and structures are adapted to the
climate, need, trends and on-going activities in each part with clearly formulated goals to
achieve. It is however also important to drive inspiration from areas that have less resources
and make use of available infrastructure - is it possible for us to derive inspiration and
influence by the ‘mobile-first’-approach that exists in certain parts of Africa? How can this
approach affect our design process and results? We have the technology and infrastructure for
broadband, but does that mean that we should or have to use it when addressing all our digital
concerns?
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9. APPENDIX 1:
WORKSHOPS

PARTICIPANTS

IN

INTERVIEWS

AND

Active Participants Interviews & Workshops
Name

Organization

Workshop/Interview

Pär Hedberg

STING

Workshop/Interview

Donnie Lygonis

KTH Innovation

Workshop/Interview

Mario Romero

KTH Medieteknik

Workshop/Interview

Björn Thuresson

KTH Medieteknik

Workshop/Interview

Jessica Andersson

MTGx

Workshop

Maria Distner

Hyper Island

Workshop/Interview

Malin Picha Edwardsson

KTH Medieteknik

Workshop/Interview

Halvard Kristansen

Schibsted

Workshop

Anette Novak

Interactive Institute

Workshop

Helena Wiedling Fernandes

Cluster 55

Workshop

Martin Walfisz

Planeto

Workshop

Sara Leckner

MAH

Workshop

Fredrik Karlsson

Vinter Reklambyrå

Workshop

Glenn Wikman

Explizit

Workshop

Johan Bengtssion

Internit

Workshop

Kjell Olsson

InternetBay

Workshop

Kåre Synnes

LTU

Workshop

Michael Nilsson

CDT

Workshop

Peter Parnes

LTU

Workshop

Alexandra Tsampikakis

Student ambassador IT branschrådet

Workshop

Torbjörn

Stockholm stad

Interview

Marie-Louise Lövgren

VentureCup

Interview

Anna Oscarsson

Kaospilot

Interview

David Mothander

Google

Interview

Torbjörn Svanteson

Google

Interview

Gustav Radell

Google

Interview

Kristina Möller

Media expert

Interview/Workshop

Rickard Steiber

MTGx

Interview

Pär Nygårds

Almega

Interview

Niklas Seren

.Se-stiftelsen

Interview

Pernilla Rydmark

.Se-stiftelsen

Interview

Jan Gulliksen

Swedish Digital Champion/ KTH
Medieteknik och Interaktionsdesign

Interview

Lisa Ericson

KTH Innovation

Workshop/Interview

Kurdi Rad

business developer Bonnier

Workshop

Petra Sundström

ayond

Workshop

Håkan Alfon

Entrepreneur

Workshop
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Also, more than 200 people have been contacted thus far in regards to the project’s past and
potential future activities – information as well as open invitations to participate and influence
has been sent out.
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10.

APPENDIX 2: MATERIAL FROM WORKSHOPS

STOCKHOLM
WORKSHOPS 12TH OF SEPTEMBER AND 21ST OF NOVEMBER AT KTH 2013

Workshop 12th September – groups of defined problem areas

Workshop 12th September – vision and dream scenarios

Documentation from Workshop, 21st of November
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WORKSHOP AT KTH MEDIETEKNIK 13TH OF MARCH 2014
In 2014 the workshop method was developed with focus on defining and formulating even
more specific ideas in regards to improvement activities.
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MALMÖ
WORKSHOP ATT MINC 5TH OF DECEMBER 2013
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LULEÅ
WORKSHOP AT INTERNETBAY 14TH OF JANUARY 2014
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